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Review via personal communication to
author: Your book describes the political
atmosphere of this country like no other
book Ive read in my 30 years of being in
politics. And I asked myself, Who is this
kid? Hes from the liberal U of I, he has no
political background and he wrote a
political book thats better than any political
book Ive read in 30 years! The Bold
Pursuit: I am a great fan of dry wit, which
author/cartoonist Jake Aurelian deftly
wields while slicing and dicing media
collusion, double standards and the
collective political charade that is Obama
&
Company
in
his
book,
Obama-Wama-Ding-Dong. ... The author
hits every salient point about this
administrations follies and deceits, while
holding the media accountable for their
drooling patronage of the messiah. ...
Cleverly written as a Childrens Book for
Adults, Obama-Wama-Ding-Dong is an
easy, compelling read and a great gift for
those still waiting for Mr. Obama to part
the seas and heal the earth. Conservatives
will appreciate the humor, as well as the
factual, tell it like it is nature of the book
(fairy dust and unicorns not included).
Kudos
to
the
author:
Obama-Wama-Ding-Dong really sent a
tingle up our leg! The George Jarkesy
Radio Show: Hilarious ... a great lil comic
book ... very entertaining ... very easy to
understand ... we loved the book! Right
On Weekly: Well Jake Aurelian is a very
different author. He has picked up on
something very profound. ... it is a hoot! I
laughed all the way through it! It is
hysterical. It is also sadly 100% correct.
Book description: Its a weird truth: people
get pissy over their Obama love. Todays
America is unlike anything weve ever
experienced. With aiding and abetting by
the love struck media, the fraud of Barack
Obama seduced the country ... and
definitely proved that on the job training
does not work. And these are scary,
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dangerous times, fraught with daily deceit,
hypocrisy and an inordinate amount of zero
accountability that goes beyond the typical
party lines, beyond political affiliations and
beyond what anyone wants to call
themselves, be it liberal or conservative;
the common foundation and common bond
we all share as Americans should
supersede any political alliance or agenda.
A shady past, zero experience, a failed
record, a subservient, derelict media and a
brainwashed public submitted in illustrated
childrens
book
format,
Obama-Wama-Ding-Dong: A Childrens
Book For Adults About the Political
Climate of America is a smart little book
with a silly little name. Laced with bitter
facts
and
savvy
satire,
Obama-Wama-Ding-Dong is a quirky,
gritty reminder and sad reflection of what
the Obama administration and the Media
Asylum have done to our country.
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